Background: While detection and analysis of functional modules in biological systems have received great attention in recent years, we still lack a complete understanding of how such modules emerge. One theory is that systems must encounter a varying selection (i.e. environment) in order for modularity to emerge. Here, we provide an alternative and simpler explanation using a realistic model of biological signaling pathways and simulating their evolution.
Background
Functional modules are observed at various levels in biology, ranging from sub cellular to the ecosystem. A general definition that holds across these different levels is that a functional module is a discrete entity whose function is separable from those of other modules [1] . One straightforward example of such a module in the cell would be a distinct pathway mediating a certain physiological response. Besides the classical biochemical characterization of such pathways, recent analyses have identified many possible modules using multiple high-throughput data sources [2, 3] . Analyses of various biological connectivity data have found therein patterns that are overrepre-sented and might correspond to small modules [4] [5] [6] (socalled motifs). Discovered mostly from connectivity and co-expression data, it is not clear whether these "structural" modules correspond to real functional modules that are possibly conserved over evolution [7, 8] . So far, it has been only possible to test the functional role of such "discovered" modules in case of few motifs [9] .
While such efforts to discover and characterize distinct pathways constituting functional modules continue, we still lack a clear understanding of how modularity emerges in biological systems of multiple interacting proteins. Theoretical studies in linear systems suggest that modularity might emerge as a byproduct of selection for dynamical stability [10, 11] . However, the use of a purely mathematical description of stability (i.e. ability to reach steady state) in these studies might limit extending their findings to biological pathways that are known to have non-linear dynamics. Another possibility is that modularity in complex systems is selected for, because it allows a fitness benefit under varying environments [12, 13] . This is in contrast to the simpler explanation that modularity emerges neutrally as a result of evolutionary processes and does not require presence of any complex selection (as in [13] ). First put forward in a "thought experiment", to explain modularity in regulatory pathways and bacterial diversification [14] , the neutralistic explanation is also supported by theoretical studies with simple models of regulatory networks [15] .
Here, we give a detailed treatment of the role of evolutionary processes in the emergence and maintenance of functional modules in signaling pathways. We assume that signaling pathways have evolved from a simple ancestral pathway containing few non-specific proteins, some of which acted as effectors and receptors. The fitness benefit for an organism to mediate separate (and possibly dynamically different) responses to different signals would exert a constant selective pressure on such a pathway for achieving specific signal-response relations. We propose that such a constant selective pressure would then drive pathways to evolve modular structures. To test this hypothesis, we use mathematical models of signaling pathways and evolutionary simulations. Results of these simulations show that pathways evolve readily distinct sub-pathways or modules that mediate specific signalresponse relations. Further analyses highlight duplications and protein recruitment as key mutational processes facilitating modularity. On the other hand, mutations leading to new interactions among existing proteins in a pathway destroy functional modules and lead to crosstalk and complex pathways. The relevant rates of these different mutational processes that shape pathway topology, and the distribution of such topologies in the topology space emerge as the key determinants for the evolution of modularity.
Results and discussion
To test the hypothesis that modularity in signaling pathways emerges as a result of evolution towards mediating distinct responses to different signals, we use mathematical models of such pathways and simulate their evolution (see Methods). These simulations start with a homogenous population of an "ancestral" pathway that contains two effectors (effector one and two), one receptor and one intermediary protein. Both of these proteins are assumed to be non-specific; the receptor has equal affinity towards all ligand molecules present in the medium, and equally activates the two effectors, while the intermediary protein acts as a "global" deactivator inhibiting both the receptor and the two effectors with equal strength. Figure 1 shows this ancestral pathway and its response (the time course of active effectors) to two distinct ligand molecules (signal A and B hereafter). During the course of evolution, each generation is created from the previous one by selecting pathways randomly with replacement and allowing them to replicate with a probability proportional to fitness. Here, we use a fitness function that represents a constant selective pressure on pathways to mediate distinct responses to the different signals presented. It rewards pathways ability to respond through effector one (two) in presence of signal A (B), and not in presence of signal B (A) (see Methods). Figure 2 shows the average fitness during the course of a typical evolutionary simulation. As the ancestral pathway responds in identical fashion to both signals through both effectors, the average fitness is initially low. However, evolution results quickly in high fitness values and pathways in the final population are able to respond specifically to each signal through the corresponding effectors. Figure 3 shows a sample pathway from the final population and its Cartoon and mathematical representation of the ancestral pathway, used in the evolutionary simulations, and its dynam-ical response to two ligand molecules Figure 1 Cartoon and mathematical representation of the ancestral pathway, used in the evolutionary simulations, and its dynamical response to two ligand molecules. The latter is obtained by solving the set of differential equations describing the concentration of each protein in the pathway and is used in the calculation of pathway fitness. Gray areas indicate the time brackets when pathway response through effector 1 and ) and effector 2 ( and ) are evaluated (see Methods). Proteins labeled as two and three correspond to a receptor and "global deactivator" (i.e. non-specific phosphotase) respectively. Interaction coefficients are shown as a matrix, listing the actions of other proteins on a given protein row-by-row.
response. As clearly seen in the cartoon representation of this pathway, signals A and B are propagated through the pathway via receptors and over intermediary proteins to the two effectors, following two separate paths. The ancestral pathway has evolved into two separate sub-pathways or modules for processing each of the signals. In fact, such modularity is found in all pathways present in the final population. For each of these pathways there exist a path, connecting signal A (B) with effector one (two), while there is no such path to effector B (A). Additional simulations result in similar fitness curves (see Additional File 1) and final populations that contain only modular pathways. Furthermore, we find that in all these simulations modular, high fitness pathways first emerge in the population after only few generations (19 generations for the simulation shown in Figure 2 ). These results indicate that evolution under a constant and biologically plausible selective pressure leads readily to the emergence of functional modules in signaling pathways.
To better understand how such modularity emerges in these simulations, we analyze the evolutionary processes that shape pathway structure. Here, we consider duplication and loss of proteins, loss and formation of interactions, and adjustment of kinetic rates as such processes (see Methods). Formation of new interactions can result when point mutations (or accumulation thereof) on a protein lead to a new binding surface for recognizing another protein or signal, as observed in vitro [16, 17] .
Considering that there are many proteins in an organism that are not participating in a given pathway, it is much more likely that such mutations would lead to formation of a new interaction between a protein that is already participating in this pathway and one that is not (i.e. protein recruitment). This intuition leads to the assumption that formation of new interactions among existing proteins in a pathway are negligibly rare compared to new protein recruitment. Results shown in Figure 2 are obtained under such an assumption (i.e. all interaction formation events were modeled as protein recruitment. See Methods).
Relaxing this assumption, we run additional simulations with decreasing probability for protein recruitment in expense of new interactions forming among existing proteins. Figure 4 shows the frequency of different pathway types in the final populations obtained from these simulations. We find that allowing interaction formation among participating proteins in a pathway diminish the chances of modularity emerging and lead to complex pathways or crosstalk (i.e. from one of the signals there exist two paths leading to both effectors, see sample pathways shown in Additional File 2). This effect is still visible in simulations run with smaller population size, although modularity is maintained more frequently in such small populations (see Additional File 5). The latter observation is in line with theoretical predictions resulting from studies of simple models of gene regulatory pathways [15] .
Fitness during an evolutionary simulation starting with a homogenous population containing only the ancestral path-way Figure 2 Fitness during an evolutionary simulation starting with a homogenous population containing only the ancestral pathway. Circles and the line represent the average fitness of the population and the highest fitness at each generation respectively.
A sample pathway from the final generation of the evolution-ary simulation shown in Figure 2 , and its response to two lig-and molecules
Figure 3
A sample pathway from the final generation of the evolutionary simulation shown in Figure 2 , and its response to two ligand molecules. Note the separation of signal-response relations both at dynamic and structural levels. The mathematical description of the pathway shows only the non-zero interaction coefficients, listing the actions of other proteins on a given protein row-by-row.
Analysis of the distribution of pathway types over the entire evolutionary simulation, we get a clearer picture of the relation between mutational events and modularity. As shown in Figure 5 , modular pathways emerge relatively quickly in the population regardless of the relative rate of protein recruitment and interaction formation. However, in presence of the latter process modular pathways are quickly replaced by pathways with crosstalk or complex pathways. Note that while the distribution of modular pathways change in the population, the average fitness remains high (see Additional File 3). Analyzing the effects of different mutational processes on pathway structure, we find that transitions from modular pathways to pathways with crosstalk are extensively caused by interaction addition (data not shown). The reverse transitions, resulting in modular pathways, are solely driven by protein and interaction loss. Hence, the emergence and maintenance of functional modules is mostly determined by the relevant rate of these different mutational processes.
Another key mutational process is duplication of proteins already participating in the pathway. Without duplica-tion, there is no possibility of functional modules emerging. For example, new receptors can only be created through duplication in the model (see Methods). Furthermore, duplications push pathways to grow in size and make it possible for the pathway structure to be rearranged towards modularity via other mutational events. Pathway growth (see Additional File 3) occurs despite the higher frequency of protein loss mutations because duplications, and to some extent protein recruitments, are less costly in terms of fitness (see Figure 6 ). As shown in Figure  7 , the average fitness cost of duplications remains low over the entire evolution and does not depend on pathway size. On the other hand, negative fitness effects of other mutational events, especially of mutations leading to protein loss from the pathway, are more pronounced when pathways are smaller. These findings are inline with previous studies analyzing pathway growth in similar models [18] . Similarly, employing a high fitness cost for additional proteins in the model prohibits pathway growth and emergence of modularity (see Methods).
Frequency of different pathway structures in the final genera-tion of the evolutionary simulations with increasing ratio of protein recruitment over the sum of interaction formation and protein recruitment probabilities (see Methods)
Figure 4
Frequency of different pathway structures in the final generation of the evolutionary simulations with increasing ratio of protein recruitment over the sum of interaction formation and protein recruitment probabilities (see Methods). For each probability ratio the frequencies are obtained as an average over seven different runs. We distinguish among three different structural types for pathways. Pathways where there is a path from each signal to only one effector and the other (modular, solid circles), pathways where there is a path from one of the signals to both effectors (crosstalk, open circles), pathways where there is a path from each signal to each effector (complex, open diamonds).
Frequency of different pathway structures during the course of evolution Figure 5 Frequency of different pathway structures during the course of evolution. Different panels show results from sample simulations with increasing probability for protein recruitment (P(rcrtmnt)) in expense of interaction formation (i.e. results from one of the runs used to create Figure 4 ). Red, blue and black lines show the frequency of modular, crosstalk, and complex pathways (see the legend of Figure 4 for pathway types). Note, that measurements are taken after mutations but before selection, hence there is a small fraction of unconnected pathways at each generation (not shown on the graph).
To summarize, results from these evolutionary simulations suggest the following scenario for the evolution of functional modules. Simple, non-specific pathways that arose early in evolution would grow in size due to low fitness costs associated with protein duplication and recruitment events. As pathways grow, mutations leading to loss of proteins or their interaction would lead to rearrangement of the pathway structure resulting in the emergence of functional modules. This process happens surprisingly easily and does not require a complex selective pressure.
In fact, we find that functional modules emerge even with an alternative fitness function that is simply based on the ability of the pathway to respond to two signals (i.e. no additional reward for response separation). This supports a neutralistic view for the emergence of modularity, as envisioned in regulatory pathways [15] . Once emerged, functional modules would then be maintained depending on the frequency of mutations leading to formation of new interactions among proteins participating in the pathway. This process causes modular pathways to drift towards complex pathways and crosstalk, which provide equally fit solutions as their modular neighbors.
Time course of fitness effects of different mutation types and pathway size
Figure 7
Time course of fitness effects of different mutation types and pathway size. Fitness effects of each mutation type are averaged over the entire population. Data is collected and averaged over seven different runs of a simulation where the ratio of protein recruitment probability over the sum of interaction formation and protein recruitment probabilities was 0.5 (same data as in Figure 6 ). Different colors indicate different mutation types. Using the notation of Figure 6 we have; black for "Protein Duplication", red for "Coefficient Change", blue for "Protein Loss", green for "Interaction Formation", cyan for "Protein Recruitment", and yellow for "Interaction Loss". 
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Distribution of fitness effects for each mutation type Figure 6 Distribution of fitness effects for each mutation type. Fitness effects of each mutation type are averaged over the entire population. Data is collected and averaged over seven different runs of a simulation where the ratio of protein recruitment probability over the sum of interaction formation and protein recruitment probabilities was 0.5 (one of the simulations used to create Figure 4 ). Each panel shows the distribution for a different mutational mechanism indicated on the top of the panel. The results leading to this scenario are obtained under the assumption that evolution starts with a specific ancestral pathway structure. To analyze how this initial pathway structure affects the emergence of modularity, we run additional simulations with an initial heterogeneous population composed of 1000 random pathways that contain two, three or five intermediary proteins. As before, we assume that interaction formation mutations between proteins already participating in the pathway can be neglected (i.e. we model all interaction forming mutations as protein recruitment). We find that the exact structure of the ancestral pathway does not have a large effect on the emergence of modularity as long as the pathway is small (see Additional File 4). For larger pathways, it becomes more difficult for mutational events to restructure them towards modularity as the topology space available to a pathway increases exponentially with pathway size. As seen from the high variance in the results of these simulations, the outcome of the evolution for such larger pathways depends highly on the location of the initial pathway in the topology space and the distribution of functional pathways (i.e. pathways that are able to produce separated responses) in this space. This indicates an important role for such neighbor relations in the evolution of system level properties and is inline with previous theoretical studies [19] .
Conclusion
This study provides a simple and biologically plausible explanation for the emergence of modularity in biological signaling pathways. According to this explanation, functional modules specializing in processing one of the multiple signals an organism could encounter emerges readily under a constant selective pressure. The driving processes behind such emergence are protein duplication and recruitment events leading to pathway growth, and loss of proteins and their interactions leading to rearrangement of pathway topology. Once arisen, the probability that such functional modules will be maintained will depend on the frequency of mutations leading to formation of interactions among proteins already participating in the pathway and the fitness of resulting pathways. In other words, the extent of modularity in a specific pathway will mainly depend on the relevant rates of different mutational mechanisms and how functional pathway topologies are distributed over the entire topology space for a given function.
These findings are highly relevant for our understanding of modularity in biological systems, and for applying such understanding to mimic biology in engineering applications (such as in [13] ). Firstly, they validate the previous arguments that modularity can emerge readily in biological pathways [14, 15] without any need for complex selective pressure. Here we focus on simple mutational processes to provide a mechanistic explanation for the emergence of modularity. We note that more complex processes like horizontal gene transfer, that we did not consider here, could facilitate such emergence as it is found that most of such events involve transfer of entire receptor-effector pairs rather than individual proteins in bacteria [20] . Secondly, the results indicate that although modularity can emerge easily, it is difficult to maintain, as nonmodular pathways (e.g. those with crosstalk) can be equally capable of achieving functionality. Examples for both types of pathways are abundant in biology with twocomponent signaling pathways of bacteria providing a particularly well-studied case. A systematic study of these systems in the model organism Escherichia coli show that the core element of these pathways, the histidine kinaseresponse regulator pair, can be highly specific (assuring an isolated and modular pathway) or not, allowing crosstalk among different pairs (and signaling pathways) [21] . Here, we specifically looked at how the relevant rates of different mutational processes and the distribution of pathway structures in topology space affect this balance between maintenance of modularity and emergence of crosstalk. An equally important role could be played by the secondary fitness benefits of modularity, such as increases in evolvability [22] or robustness.
The presented scenario for the evolution of signaling pathways is in its essence similar to the one put forward for the evolution of metabolic pathways. According to that theory, current day metabolic pathways with specialized enzymes have evolved, from an ancestral pathway containing non-specific ones, under constant selective pressure for high metabolic yield [23] . Similarly, we find that distinct signaling pathways (i.e. functional modules), specific for processing a single signal, can emerge from an ancestral system containing non-specific receptors, phosphotases and kinases. The resulting modular pathways are underlined by high specificity among components and little or no crosstalk. Such specificity is achieved by different mechanisms in nature including kinetic preference [21, 24, 25] , scaffolding [26] , and spatial localization [27] and allows biological systems to ensure signaling fidelity. We believe that combining the knowledge on such molecular-level mechanisms with evolutionary studies of system level properties [15, 18, 19, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] will be crucial for achieving a complete system level understanding in biology.
Methods
Pathway model
Here, we use a generic mathematical model of biological pathways, which captures their basic properties. The model has been explained in detail previously [18, 35, 36] . In brief, it considers a pathway as a collection of interacting proteins, each of which can exist either in an active (P i *) or inactive (P i ) state. Initially, proteins exist in equilibrium between these two states. Proteins that are in the active state can interact with another protein and influence its equilibrium. There are many different biochemical mechanisms that make such influence possible including phosphorylation, methylation, and physical contact. This model does not distinguish among these different mechanisms and uses a simple interaction coefficient to describe activation and deactivation of proteins by other proteins. Thus, for a given protein i the chemical equilibrium between active and inactive states is defined as:
where [ ] represents the concentration of active form of protein j and k ij and l ij represent the strength of the interaction between protein i and j. It is assumed that in case there is an energy requirement for interaction of protein i with j, it is provided from outside sources such as highenergy molecules. The influence of each protein on other proteins can only be activating or deactivating (i.e. k ij ·l ij = 0) and proteins do not influence their own equilibrium (i.e. k ii = l ii = 0). In other words, processes such as autophosphorylation or intrinsic phosphotase activity are not considered in this model.
In addition to the general reaction scheme shown in (1), some proteins in the pathway can interact with signaling molecules (i.e. ligand), hence acting as receptors. Further, there are proteins -so called effectors -that are assumed to mediate the physiological response of the pathway in their active state. In a natural pathway this response can have various forms depending on the effector and can range from transcriptional control to enzymatic activity. It is assumed that effectors act solely as response regulators and do not influence the equilibrium state of other proteins in the pathway (i.e. they can not act on other proteins). To summarize, this model defines a biological pathway by a given number of proteins and a set of coefficients defining their interactions. Pathway response to one or more changing ligand concentrations can thus be obtained by solving the set of differential equations resulting from the collection of reactions as shown in (1): where [L s ] and a is stand for the concentration of ligand s and its effect on protein i respectively. Note, that the total concentration of each protein [ ] is constant and set to one (i.e. [ ] = 1 -[P i ]). Also, the maximum value that ligand concentrations and interaction coefficients can attain is set to one for computational ease.
To assess the response of a given pathway, the model is initiated with equal amounts of active and inactive proteins (i.e. [ ] = [P i ] = 0.5). Then, the system is allowed to equilibrate into a steady state in absence of any signal (i.e. the system of differential equations resulting from [2] is integrated, using the 4 th order Runga-Kutta algorithm with step size equal to one, until the point where total change in protein concentrations is below 10 -15 and an eigenvalue analysis indicates stability). Once the system is stable, the integration is continued from steady state protein concentrations and two separate signals are introduced (a Gaussian curve with a standard deviation of 10). After introduction of the first signal, the system is integrated until it reaches steady state again, before the second signal is introduced (see Figure 1 ). The integration is stopped after both signals have been introduced and system reached steady state again (or after a total of 10.000 integration steps have passed). The pathway response is then deduced from the active effector concentrations recorded during integration under ligand presence (shown as a gray area in Figure 1 ) and is used to calculate the fitness of the pathway as explained below. Systems that do not reach steady state before or after the introduction of signals, are considered unstable and receive a fitness of zero. To avoid any effects of numerical artifacts on the integration process concentrations smaller than 10 -9 are set to zero.
Evolutionary simulations
In order to study the evolution of modularity, a specific ancestral pathway is defined. It contains two effectors, a receptor and an intermediary protein. The latter two are assumed to act as a "global" activator and deactivator respectively. In other words, both proteins are highly nonspecific; the receptor is activated by all present signals and relays this activity to the effectors, and the intermediary protein inhibits both the receptor and the effectors (see Figure 1 ). This pathway could be thought of as the predecessor of bacterial two-component signaling pathways [37] , where the receptor and the intermediary protein would correspond to a non-specific histidine kinase and phosphotase respectively.
An initial homogenous population of 1000 ancestral pathways is evolved for 1000 generations (running simulations up to 2000 generations gave qualitatively similar results to those presented in the main text as shown in Additional File 5). During evolution, pathways are subjected to selection for responding separately to the two signals presented at different times of the integration process as shown in Figure 1 . Based on this selection criterion, pathway fitness (F) is defined as:
where and ( and ) stand for the maximum of the difference in active effector concentrations between their pre-(i.e. steady state) and post-signal values in the time bracket from introduction of signal A (B) until system reaches steady state again (as described above, also see Figure 1 ). Further, n is the number of proteins in the pathway and c is the fitness cost of each protein. The first part of the fitness function rewards pathways ability to respond to the two signals separately through the two effectors. The second part gives smaller pathways a fitness advantage, the extent of which is controlled by the parameter c (for the reported results c was 0.001). Presented results hold for c values as high as 0.1. At such high fitness cost, protein additions are rarely permitted, keeping pathways from growing in size and limiting the chances for emergence of modularity (see Results and discussion). Note that division by four is only to scale fitness between zero and one, allowing it to be used directly as replication probability in the evolutionary simulations (see below).
The same fitness function is used throughout the total duration of an evolutionary simulation, representing a constant selective pressure on the pathways as they evolve. The specific function shown in equation 3 is an ad-hoc choice that is biologically plausible. There can be many different fitness functions, that are similar to this one and that could lead to modularity. In fact, even simulations with the simplest scheme where fitness equaled pathways ability to respond to the two signals (i.e. F = 0.5·( + )) resulted in emergence of modular pathways. This indicates that for the presented analysis, which explores the effects of mechanistic processes on modularity, the exact choice of the fitness function is not crucial.
Throughout the evolutionary simulation, each generation is created from the previous one by randomly selecting individuals for replication with replacement. Randomly selected pathways replicate with a probability proportional to their fitness, and undergo mutations per protein with a certain probability (for the reported results this probability was 0.05, and simulations with 0.1 and 0.005 produce qualitatively equivalent results). Such mutations can cause one of the following with the given probabilities: loss of an existing interaction (P = 0.4) or protein (P = 0.2) in the pathway, formation of an interaction (P = 0.1), duplication of an existing protein (P = 0.1) or variation in the coefficient of a randomly selected interaction (P = 0.2). These probabilities represent the commonly accepted view that deleterious mutations are more frequent.
All these evolutionary mechanisms are biologically plausible. Except for duplications, we consider all these mechanisms resulting from one or multiple point mutations affecting protein structure and function. For interactionloss and -adjustment events we assume mutations lead to changes in the binding surface of one protein leading to loss of an interaction or changes in its efficiency. Simulating these events involved randomly selecting two interacting proteins from the pathway, and adjusting the associated coefficient describing their interaction (i.e. the coefficient is set to zero or adjusted by a random percentage). We consider on which protein the simulated mutation has occurred and account for its effects on duplicates of the selected proteins. For example, if protein i lose its ability to interact with protein j because of mutations happened on itself (on protein j), then it (protein j) will also lose its ability to interact with duplicates of protein j (protein i). Duplication events are assumed to result from larger genomic mutations, and are simulated by adding a new protein to the pathway with exactly those interactions as a randomly selected protein from the pathway (the duplicated protein). A duplicate protein is treated as such until it receives another mutation, after which, it is treated as a unique protein.
Mutations resulting in formation of an interaction require special treatment as such an interaction can arise among proteins already participating in a given pathway (i.e. interaction formation), or between a non-participating and participating one (i.e. protein recruitment). To account for these different routes, and to evaluate their effects on the evolution of modularity, we run additional simulations where single interaction additions are simulated as protein recruitment or formation of interaction among existing proteins with a certain probability. As discussed in Results and discussion section the ratio between the relevant rates of these two routes affect modularity but not fitness and pathway size (see Additional File 3). Sim-one of these proteins are selected from the pathway in case of interaction formation and protein recruitment respectively. For protein recruitment we consider the second protein to be one of the many existing proteins in the cell that are not participating in the pathway until that point. In case of both proteins being selected from the pathway (interaction formation), the selection procedure also included signals. Furthermore, the selection procedure did not allow selection of non-receptor proteins and a signal or selection of two participating proteins that are duplicates of the same protein or of each other (as this would correspond to the formation of a self-interaction).
As such, the selection processes allows for the possibility for a receptor to start interacting with a signal that it did not interact with before, but does not allow non-receptor proteins to turn into receptors. In other words, the only way for new receptors to arise in this model is through duplication of existing ones. Once two proteins are selected, an interaction is created among them by randomly selecting a coefficient from the interval [-1,1]. If a selected interaction coefficient for proteins i and j was negative (positive) then l ij (k ij ) is set to the absolute value of this number and k ij (l ij ) is set to zero.
To test for the effects of the initial population composition, we have run additional simulations starting with a randomly generated heterogeneous population. In different runs we initiated the population with pathways composed of two receptors, two effectors, and two, three, or five, intermediate proteins that are randomly connected. The distribution of different pathway types in three sample runs for each condition is shown in Additional File 4.
To test for the effects of population size, we have run additional simulations with population size 100 and using different probability for protein recruitment. Results from these runs are shown in Additional File 5 and discussed in the main text.
Throughout the evolutionary simulations pathway fitness, and various pathway properties are recorded. Each simulation is run multiple times to ascertain that the qualitative conclusions made here are robust to stochastic fluctuations inherent in these evolutionary simulations. All simulations are written in C++ and the source code is available from the authors upon request. Sample pathway structures are drawn using Graphviz.
